Excitonic spin-state preservation mediated by optical-phonon resonant excitation in a single quantum dot
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High degree of excitonic spin-state preservation during energy relaxation is demonstrated in a single quantum dot. Optical-phonon resonances and corresponding suppression of spin relaxation are clearly identified as dip structures in photoluminescence excitation spectra probed by the positive trion emission. Consequently, under the longitudinal optical-phonon resonant excitation, a distinguishably high degree of circular polarization up to \( \sim 0.85 \) is achieved. Extended spin-relaxation time in the positive trion ground state compared to that in neutral exciton ground state is also revealed.
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Spin states in a single quantum dot (QD) can be one of the most fundamental physical platform for quantum bits (qubits) since the spin states in a QD can be much more stabilized than those in higher dimensional systems. They are also promising from the viewpoint of realizing practical solid-state devices and their integrations based on highly developed semiconductor technologies. Another essential feature of electronic spin states is the ability to mutually convert into photon polarization states or vice versa via dipole interactions. This enables us to prepare QD-based nonclassical Fock-state photons with well-defined polarizations, which are required in quantum key distribution.

In order to realize efficient state conversions between exciton spins in a QD and the photon polarizations in number states, exciton spins should be highly preserved in each process of the state conversions. Toward this direction, spin-relaxation mechanisms in a QD have been widely investigated in terms of the electron-hole (e-h) exchange interaction, the spin-orbit interaction as well as the hyperfine interaction for both neutral excitons and singly charged excitons (trions). Among them, trions are free from the e-h exchange interaction and this makes them more attractive than neutral excitons (X\(^0\)). Depolarization of photoexcited electron spins during energy relaxation is generally much slower than hole spins, which makes positively charged trions (X\(^+\)) with spin-singlet hole pairs more attractive than negatively charged trions (X\(^-\)). Furthermore, since the initial and final states of the X\(^\pm\) emission are half spin systems, both states are spin degenerate due to Kramer’s theorem in the absence of a magnetic field. Thus, the X\(^\pm\) state couples to the degenerate two kinds of photons with orthogonal circular polarizations. Therefore, the X\(^\pm\) state is an excellent spin state to examine the state conversions between the exciton spins in a QD and the photon polarizations.

Experimentally, the relaxation of the spin states can be directly examined by measuring the degree of circular polarization (DCP) of photons emitted from a QD under circularly polarized photoexcitation. In actual experimental setups, measurements under the resonant excitation of exciton ground states are rather difficult due to the leakage photons from the exciting laser sources. Therefore, the spin relaxation during energy relaxation processes is mostly involved in the measured DCP. Toward the ideal quantum-state conversions between exciton spin states and photon polarizations, quantitative understanding of both the spin relaxation during the energy relaxation and the subsequent one between spin-degenerate trion ground states in a single QD is required.

In this Rapid Communication, stability of photogenerated exciton spin during and after energy relaxation is studied with detailed measurements of polarization-selective photoluminescence excitation (PLE) spectra and the relevant DCP. The contribution of the optical-phonon resonance for the preservation of the spin states is clearly identified as dip structures in the polarization-selective PLE spectra measured under the cross-circular detection with respect to the excitation polarization. High DCP up to \( \sim 0.85 \) is demonstrated without external magnetic field. Extended spin-relaxation time in the X\(^\pm\) ground state compared to that in X\(^0\) ground state is revealed and the influence of the dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) is also discussed.
were dominantly observed, which were assigned carefully by polarizationconfigurations. DCP indicated by arrows are attributed to InAs LO-phonon resonances. The DCP defined by $(I^- - I^0)/(I^+ + I^-)$, where $I^\pm$ denotes the PLE intensity measured in the $\sigma^\pm(\sigma^\mp)$ polarization, is also shown in Fig. 2(a). The multiplication factor of 4.7 given above for the $\sigma^\mp$-PLE corresponds to the average DCP of 0.65 measured under the nonresonant condition. Two peaks observed in the DCP almost agree with the energies of InAs longitudinal optical (LO)- (30.5 meV) and transverse optical (TO)- (27.4 meV) phonon resonances. The comparison of two PLE spectra detected with orthogonal polarizations shows that the suppressed $\sigma^\mp$-PLE intensity contributes to these DCP peaks near the LO and TO resonances, and these results were essentially unchanged under the reversed polarization configuration.

In general, the polarization-selective PLE spectra involve spin flips experienced both during and after energy relaxation processes to the $X^+$ state. These two processes are separately studied because the latter, i.e., spin flips between the two spin-degenerate $X^+$ ground states—occurring after $X^+$ population with simultaneous excess phonon emission—are essentially independent of the excitation energy. The excitation-energy dependence of the polarization-selective PLE spectra predominantly reflects the spin flips during the energy relaxation. Thus, the dip structures at the LO- and TO-phonon energies observed in the $\sigma^\mp$-PLE spectrum are the direct evidence of the suppressed spin flips during the energy relaxation mediated by the optical phonons. In Fig. 2(a), the increase in the PLE intensities is observed above $\sim 31$ meV, which is attributed to the onset of the continuum background transitions in the energy below the WL absorption edge. It is worth noting that, under the nonresonant excitation, the DCP still remains as high as 0.65 and shows almost constant except for the two optical-phonon resonances, although the simultaneous absorption of acoustic phonon can be expected. This observation indicates that the coupling between acoustic phonon and electron spin is less effective as a spin-relaxation mechanism, which is theoretically predicted in QDs.

Polarization-dependent PL spectra measured under the InAs LO-phonon resonant excitation is shown in Fig. 2(b). Distinguishably high DCP up to $\sim 0.85$ is achieved for the $X^+$ emission without external magnetic field. This indicates that the spin polarization is highly stabilized by the InAs LO-phonon resonant excitation.

In order to elucidate the spin flip in the entire processes involved after photoexcitation, a rate equation analysis was performed. In this model, a quantum dot with a residual hole state $|h^-\rangle$ characterized by the angular-momentum projection $J_z = \pm 3/2$ was considered as depicted in the inset of Fig. 3. Preferential virtual excitation of a pair of spin-down electron and spin-up hole by the $\sigma^-$ excitation to the energy one LO phonon above the $X^+$ state was dealt with, that is, optical-phonon-assisted resonant absorption in a single QD. Doubly degenerate $X^+$ states are characterized by the angular-momentum projection $J_z = \pm 1/2$. Then, corresponding rate equations are given by

![FIG. 2. (a) (Color online) Polarization-selective PLE spectra under $\sigma^\pm$ excitation. Excitation energy is measured from the $X^+$ emission energy. The PLE spectrum with $\sigma^\pm$ detection is multiplied by 4.7. Peak structures in DCP and corresponding dip structures in PLE indicated by arrows are attributed to InAs LO- (30.5 meV) and TO- (27.4 meV) phonon resonances. (b) Polarization-dependent PL spectra under InAs LO-phonon resonant excitation. DCP amounts to $\sim 0.85$ for the $X^+$ emission without external magnetic field. The small peak which appeared at the photon energy of 1.5932 eV is the $X^0$ emission (DCP < 0.05).](081306-2)
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FIG. 3. Relations of two parameters characterizing spin flip during energy relaxation ($\gamma^*$) and in $X^+$ ground states ($\tau_f/\tau_{rad}$) for LO-phonon resonant (solid line) and nonresonant (dashed line) excitations, respectively. DCP values of 0.85 (on resonance) and 0.65 are used for the calculation. Other notations are given in the text. (Inset) Schematic of the model used for rate equation analysis for a QD with a residual hole. Spin flip both during and after energy relaxation process is included.

\[
\frac{dp_0}{dt} = -\gamma^* G p_0 - \gamma^* G p_0 + \frac{p_1^+}{\tau_{rad}} + \frac{p_1^-}{\tau_{rad}},
\]

\[
\frac{dp_1^+}{dt} = \gamma^* G p_0 - \frac{p_1^+}{\tau_{rad}} - \frac{p_1^-}{\tau_{rad}} + \frac{p_1^-}{\tau_{rad}},
\]

where $p_0$ is the probability of finding the system in the single hole states (Ref. 22), $p_1^+$/$p_1^-$ is the probability of finding the one in the trion $J_z=-1/2/J_z=+1/2$ state with a spin-down (-up) unpaired electron, respectively, $G$ is the excitation rate, $\tau_{rad}$ is the radiative recombination lifetime of the trion, $\tau_f$ is the spin-flip time between the $J_z=\pm 1/2$ trion ground states, and $\gamma^*(\gamma^*)$ is the spin-flip (preservation) probability during energy relaxation under the $\sigma^+$/$\sigma^-$ excitation, which satisfies $\gamma^*+\gamma^*=1$.

By solving the rate equations in steady-state condition, DCP is expressed as

\[
DCP = (\gamma^* - \gamma^*)(\tau_f/\tau_{rad})/((\tau_f/\tau_{rad}) + 2).
\]  (2)

The relations of $\tau_f/\tau_{rad}$ and $\gamma^*$, which reproduce the experimentally observed DCP of 0.85 and 0.65 under the LO-phonon resonant excitation and nonresonant excitation, respectively, are given by the solid and dashed lines in Fig. 3. The main points derived from this analysis are twofold: The first point is that the ratio of $\tau_f/\tau_{rad}$ should be larger than 11. Since the radiative lifetime of the $X^+$ state was measured to be 1.0 ns,\textsuperscript{18} this indicates the spin-flip time longer than 11 ns. This ratio of $\tau_f/\tau_{rad}$ is larger than that of the neutral exciton of $\sim 3.6$ measured on the same QD reported in Ref. 18. This is partly because the $e$-$h$ exchange interaction does not work in the trions.\textsuperscript{4}

The second point is that the allowed range of the spin-flip probability $\gamma^*$ during energy relaxation is given from Eq. (2) and Fig. 3. The insertion of infinity for the $\tau_f/\tau_{rad}$ ratio in Eq.
more than three times of the neutral excitons was demonstrated. The above findings are essential for implementing polarization-preserved single-photon emitter.
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22 There have been reports that hole spin relaxation in the $J_z=\pm 3/2$ states is extremely slow (Ref. 25). Our rate equation analysis predicted that the X$^+$ emission shows strong saturation with the increase in the excitation power if the hole spin relaxation is slow as reported. Our additional experiments revealed that the polarization-selective X$^+$ emission does not show saturation but grows linearly with the excitation. This indicates that the single hole spin relaxation is fast enough to average the $J_z=±3/2$ and $J_z=±3/2$ state populations in our experiments.
24 In order to deduce the DCP under alternate circularly polarized excitation, asymmetric duty ratio was used, i.e., duty ratio of $\sigma^+:\sigma^- = 2:1$ (1:2) for measuring PL intensity $I\sigma^+$ ($I\sigma^-$) with $\sigma^+$ ($\sigma^-$) detection. Resultant circular polarization is defined as

$$\rho = \frac{[2(2\sigma^2 + I\sigma^+)-(I\sigma^2 + 2I\sigma^-)][2(2\sigma^2 + I\sigma^-) + (I\sigma^2 + 2I\sigma^+)]}{[2I\sigma^2 + 2I\sigma^-] + [2I\sigma^2 + 2I\sigma^+]}$$

$\rho$=DCP/3. Accordingly, the DCP in Fig. 4 corresponds to 3p.